EXECUTIVE EDUCATION>STRATEGY

Strategic
Leadership in
Challenging
Times
Create, execute and lead strategy
across your organisation in uncertain
economic and political times.

25 – 26 June 2019
This programme can also be delivered in-house
for your organisation on your preferred dates,
at your premises or ours.

Course info

OVERVIEW

This two-day programme
will explore the challenges
and opportunities ahead for
organisations and strategies for
dealing effectively with them.
Professor Nick Binedell will
facilitate this programme in which
you will have the opportunity to
further develop your strategic
leadership skills to lead
strategy design and execution
across your organisation,
while equipping yourself to better
understand how economic and
political uncertainty should inform
your strategic planning.
Who should attend?

Key focus areas:

> This programme has been designed for
the senior executive and C-suite teams,
in large corporates and in medium-sized
businesses who want to enhance their
ability to lead strategically; and
> The programme is therefore suitable for
CEOs, C-suite executives, leadership teams,
and functional heads.

> Tools and frameworks to
understand uncertainty;
> Using simulations to understand
complexity, competition and
unpredictability in markets;
> Learning about why the world “is
the way it is”;
> Leading the organisation in
uncertain contexts;

How you will benefit:

At the end of the programme, you will be able to:
> Better comprehend the world we live and work in;
> Understand the role of leaders in setting the strategic agenda
for the organisation;
> Understand and apply appropriate strategic frameworks;
> Create and seek the opportunities that present themselves
to your business, while at the same time ensuring threats and
constraints are adequately dealt with;
> Appreciate the role of the leader in executing a strategy;
> Gain a better understanding of the political and economic
dimensions of strategic leadership;
> Understand how the successes of other businesses can be
applied in your organisation;
> Take heed of failures of other businesses and what lessons can
be applied to your organisational context;
> Interpret and write a strategy; and
> Develop a sound action plan you can apply back in the
workplace.

FACULTY > Professor Nick Binedell
Nick is the former dean of GIBS (1999 - 2015),
where he is now a lecturer. He also lectures
in strategy at the Rotterdam School of
Management. Nick’s academic qualifications
include a PhD from the University of
Washington in Seattle, and an MBA from the
University of Cape Town. His area of expertise
is in the field of strategy where he helps
individuals, teams and organisations across the
globe design and execute corporate strategies.
FEE > R 17 100 (includes tuition, instruction
material, lunches and refreshments and is
VAT exempt).
Duration > Two days
Dates > 25 – 26 June 2019

> Understanding what strategy is;
> Understanding what leadership is;
> Understanding what strategic
leadership is;
> Leadership and decision-making
under pressure;
> Strategy design and execution;
> The practicalities and realities of
designing and executing strategies
in organisations;

> Understanding the South African
landscape;
> The role of the leader in setting
the strategic agenda for the
organisation; and
> Analysing business case studies
and developing conclusions
that can be applied to your
organisation.
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For enquiries call +27 (0)11 771 4159 or email khoadim@gibs.co.za
This programme can also be offered in-house for your organisation. Enquire about our Study & Stay packages at our on-site Illovo Hotel.

18257

GIBS, close to business.

For more information and an online application form,
please visit www.gibs.co.za/stratlead

